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Jet quenhing eet has been investigated in the diret photon prodution, based on a realisti
data-onstrained (3+1) dimensional hydrodynami desription of the expanding hot and dense mat-
ter, a reasonable treatment of the propagation of partons and their energy loss in the uid, and a
systemati study of the main soures of diret photons. Our resultant pt spetra agree with reent
PHENIX data in a broad pt range. Parton energy loss in the plasma eventually eet signiantly
diret photon prodution from fragmentation and jet photon onversion, similar to hadron suppres-
sion in entral heavy ion ollisions. But this only auses about 40% derease in the total prodution
of diret photons, due to the mixture with other diret photon soures.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The formation and observation of a quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) in heavy ion ollisions are important goals
of modern nulear physis [1, 2℄. Suppression of high pt
hadron yields [3℄ is one of the most important features
observed at the Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC).
Theoretially this is attributed to the interation between
jets (hard partons) and the bulk matter [4, 5, 6, 7℄. This
oers us an exellent opportunity to study the interation
of partons inside the system and, onsequently, proper-
ties of the matter under extreme onditions.
However the observed entrality-dependene of
hadroni jet quenhing doesn't show up in diret photon
prodution[8℄. In this paper, we investigate the role
of jet quenhing on diret photon prodution. For
this purpose, we need a areful onsideration of three
omponents: 1) the spae-time evolution of the hot dense
matter or the bulk matter; 2) hard parton prodution
and propagation in the bulk and 3) all soures of diret
photons.
The spae-time evolution of the hot dense matter is
ahieved by using three dimensional (3D) hydrodynami
simulations of bulk matter [10, 11℄ whih have already
been tested against a vast body of low pt hadron data at
RHIC.
The interation between hard parton and the bulk so
that energy loss of the hard parton is formulated via the
BDMPS framework [7℄ and tested on pion suppression at
various entralities.
Four signiant soures are onsidered in this paper:
leading order ontribution in Primordial NN sattering,
thermal ontribution, ontribution from jet-photon on-
version and from jet fragmentation. There are pos-
sible soures ignored at present study: The medium-
indued photon radiation is expeted to ontribute at low
transverse momentum region where thermal ontribution
dominants. The interation involving non-equilibrated
soft partons may also produe diret photons, but the
preequilibrium time interval is muh shorter than the life
time of the equilibrated matter (∼ 20 fm/c).
Therefore energy loss of hard parton in the bulk will
diretly eet two diret photon soures, jet-photon on-
version and from jet fragmentation. We will see the role
of jet quenhing on diret photon prodution learly via
investigating those prodution in Au-Au ollisions at dif-
ferent entralities where various sizes of hot dense matter
are formed. Certainly dierent sizes of bulks will also
ontribute thermal photon prodution dierently whih
will not be disussed in detail in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: In Se. II, we rst
give a brief review on the spae-time evolution of the hot
matter reated in Au+Au ollisions at dierent entrali-
ties based on a (3+1)-dimensional ideal hydrodynamial
alulation. In Se. III, we disuss parton energy loss
in the QGP. We investigate neutral pion prodution in
the high pt region in order to x the parameters of the
energy loss sheme. We disuss sequently the ontribu-
tions from various soures to diret photon pt spetra in
Se. IV. We show our results and ompare them with re-
ent experimental data in Se. V. Setion VI is devoted
to onlusion of the present study.
II. SPACE-TIME EVOLUTION OF THE HOT
AND DENSE MATTER
In our alulation, fully three-dimensional (3D) ideal
hydrodynamis [10, 11℄ is employed to desribe the spae-
time evolution of the hot and dense matter reated in
2Au+Au ollisions at RHIC energy at various entralities.
We solve the equations of energy-momentum onserva-
tion
∂µT
µν = 0 (1)
in full 3D spae (τ, x, y, η) under the assumption that
the loal thermal equilibrium is reahed (maintained) at
(after) an initial time τ0 =0.6 fm/c. Here τ and η are the
proper time and the spae-time rapidity, respetively. x
and y are transverse oordinates. In the transverse plane,
the enters of two olliding nulei are loated at (x, y) =
(b/2, 0) and (−b/2, 0) before the ollision at an impat
parameter b. Ideal hydrodynamis is haraterized by
the energy-momentum tensor,
T µν = (e + P )uµuν − Pgµν , (2)
where e, P , and uµ are energy density, pressure, and lo-
al four veloity, respetively. We neglet the nite net-
baryon density whih is small near the mid-rapidity at
RHIC. For the high temperature (T > Tc = 170 MeV)
QGP phase we use the equation of state (EOS) of mass-
less non-interating parton gas (u, d, s quarks and glu-
ons) with a bag pressure B:
p =
1
3
(e− 4B). (3)
The bag onstant is tuned to be B
1
4 = 247.19MeV to
math pressure of the QGP phase to that of a hadron
resonane gas at ritial temperature Tc = 170MeV.
A hadron resonane gas model at T < Tc inludes all
hadrons up to the mass of the ∆(1232) resonane. Our
hadron resonane gas EOS implements hemial freeze-
out at Tch = Tc = 170MeV, as observed in ollisions at
RHIC [12℄.
We assume that, at τ0 = 0.6 fm/c, the initial entropy
distributions is proportional to a linear ombination of
the number density of partiipants (85%) and binary
ollisions (15%) [13℄. Centrality dependene of harged
partile multipliity observed by PHOBOS [14℄ has been
well reprodued by full 3D hydrodynamis simulations
with the above setups [13℄. In the following alulations,
hydrodynami outputs at representative impat parame-
ters b = 3.2, 5.5, 7.2, 8.5, 9.7, and 10.8 fm are hosen for
0-10%, 10-20%, · · · , 50-60% entrality, respetively.
For onveniene of the following alulations, we intro-
due f
QGP
(τ, x, y, η) as the fration of the QGP phase in
a uid element. It is obvious that f
QGP
= 1 (0) in the
QGP (hadroni) phase. In the mixed phase, the fration
of the QGP is alulated via
f
QGP
e
QGP
+ (1− f
QGP
)e
had
= e(τ, x, y, η)
with e
QGP
and e
had
being the energy densities of the
QGP phase and the hadron phase at T = Tc, respetively.
III. PARTON ENERGY LOSS IN A PLASMA
Hard parton prodution from primordial nuleus-
nuleus sattering is alulated as [15℄
dNAB→jet
dyd2pt
= KTAB(b)
∑
abcd
∫
dxadxbGa/A(xa,M
2)
×Gb/B(xb,M2)
sˆ
π
dσ
dtˆ
(ab→ cd)δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ) (4)
where TAB(b) is the nulear overlapping funtion at an
impat parameter b for eah entrality, Ga/A(xa,M
2) and
Gb/B(xb,M
2) are parton distribution funtions in nulei
A and B. We take MRST 2001 LO parton distributions
in proton [16℄. K = 2 is hosen to take into aount
higher order ontributions. These parameters are hosen
as to reprodue high pt pion data in pp ollisions at RHIC,
whih will be disussed later. Nulear shadowing eet
and EMC eet are taken into aount through EKS98
sale dependent nulear ratios REKSa (x,A) [17℄. Isospin
of a nuleus with mass A, neutron number N , and proton
number Z is orreted as follows:
Ga/A(x) =
[
N
A
Ga/N (x) +
Z
A
Ga/P (x)
]
REKSa (x,A). (5)
The isospin mixture and nulear shadowing eventually
ause a derease of nulear modiation at high pt region.
We assume that all jets are produed at τ = 1/Q ≈ 0
with the phase spae distribution
f0(~p,~r) ∝
dN
d3p
TA
(
x− b
2
, y
)
TB
(
x+
b
2
, y
)
δ(z) (6)
where ~r = (x, y, z) is the oordinate of a jet, b is the
impat parameter, and TA and TB are thikness funtions
of nulei A and B.
When hard partons propagate in a hot dense matter,
they may lose energy in the medium via radiation or
elasti ollisions with thermal partons[4, 5, 6, 7℄. This
is a quite hot issue and several dierent shemes have
been employed for jet energy loss in QGP phase while
the study of hard parton energy loss in hadroni phase
is not so popular. In this paper the BDMPS shemes is
employed whih onsiders the energy loss of hard parton
in QGP phase via radiation. A free parameterD is intro-
dued by us to take into aount of energy loss via other
modes.
The total energy loss along the trajetory of a hard
parton is alulated as
∆E(i, ~p0, ~r0) = D
∫
∞
τ0
dτǫ(i, τ,x(τ)) θ
(
fQGP(τ,x(τ))
)
,
(7)
where x(τ) is the trajetory of parton, fQGP(τ,x(τ)) is
the fration of the QGP phase at a position (τ,x(τ)), and
θ is a step funtion, whih gives θ(fQGP) equal unity in
the QGP and the mixed phases and zero in the hadron
3phase. In the mixed phase, the thermal parton den-
sity will be diluted with the fator fQGP, the fration
of the QGP phase. Here D is an adjustable parameter,
ǫ(i, τ,x(τ)) is the energy loss per unit distane for a par-
ton i at a position (τ,x(τ)), given as [6℄
ǫ(i, τ,x(τ)) = αs
√
µ2E∗/λi.
Note that the above quantities, i .e., temperature T , uid
veloity uµ, parton densities ρi and, in turn, mean free
path λi, depend on the loation of the parton x(τ) and
an be obtained from full 3D hydrodynamis simulations
disussed in the previous setion.
We rst disuss pion prodution in proton-proton ol-
lisions. We alulate neutral π-meson prodution assum-
ing pQCD fatorization, Eq. (4),
dNpi
0
pp
dyd2pt
=
∑
c=g,qi
∫
dzc
dNpp→c
dyd2pct
1
z2c
D0pi0/c(zc, Q
2), (8)
where D0pi0/c(zc, Q
2) is π0 fragmentation funtions pa-
rameterized by Kniehl et al. [18℄. In the high pt region
where the pQCD is expeted to work, we reasonably re-
produe the experimental data with the above setup with
K = 2 and M = Q = pt. We use the pt spetrum as a
referene spetrum in the following alulations.
The eet of parton energy loss is taken into a-
ount through the medium modied fragmentation fun-
tion [19℄ Dpi0/c(zc, Q
2,∆Ec). With a ommon value of
the parameter D = 1.5, we an reasonably reprodue the
PHENIX data [9℄ on π0 jet quenhing in the high pt re-
gion at all entralities simultaneously. In the following
photon alulations, we always use the BDMPS energy
loss formula (7) with D = 1.5.
IV. THE DIFFERENT SOURCES OF DIRECT
PHOTON PRODUCTION
Possible soures of diret photons are onsidered in the
following.
Leading order ontribution in Primordial NN satter-
ing. The diret photon prodution via Compton satter-
ing and quark-antiquark annihilation an be alulated in
perturbation theory using the onventional parton distri-
bution funtions and the fatorization hypothesis. Higher
order ontributions are onsidered as a part of the so-
alled jet fragmentation ontribution and jet photon on-
version whih will be disussed separately. Similar to
Eq. (4), the leading order ontribution to diret photon
prodution in nuleus-nuleus ollisions reads
dNAB→γ
dyd2pt
= TAB(b)
∑
ab
∫
dxadxbGa/A(xa,M
2)
×Gb/B(xb,M2)
sˆ
π
dσ
dtˆ
(ab→ γ +X)δ(sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ) (9)
where the elementary proesses ab→ γ+X are Compton
sattering qg → γq and annihilation qq¯ → gγ.
Thermal prodution. In high energy nulear ollisions,
the density of seondary partons is so high that the
quarks and gluons resatter and eventually thermalize
to form a bubble of hot QGP. Thermal photons an be
produed via interation between bulk partiles during
the whole history of the evolution of hot matter. The
interation of bulk partiles and the bulk properties an
be reeted by the emission rate of diret photons in
the QGP phase[21℄ and in the hadroni phase[22℄, noted
as Γ = Ed3R/d3p, where R is the number of photons
emitted from a medium per unit spae-time volume with
temperature T . Total yields of thermal photons an be
obtained by summing the emission rate over the spae-
time volume as
dN thermal
dyd2pt
=
∫
d4xΓ(pµuµ, T ) (10)
with d4x = τdτdxdydη, pµ the photon's four momentum
in the laboratory frame and uµ a loal uid veloity.
Jet fragmentation. At any stages of the evolution of
a jet (nal state parton emission), there is a possibility
of emitting photons. The existene of a QGP aets the
results beause energeti partons lose their energy prior
to fragmentation. In this work, we assume fragmentation
of partons only outside the plasma, whih is similar to
high pt hadron prodution from jet fragmentation.
In pp ollisions, there is no formation of QGP and no
energy loss of hard parton in QGP. Higher order ontri-
butions to diret photon prodution an be onsidered as
jet fragmentation and be alulated as
dN fragpp
dyd2pt
=
∑
c=g,qi
∫
dzc
dNpp→c
dyd2pct
1
z2c
D0γ/c(zc, Q
2), (11)
with photon fragmentation funtions D0γ/c(z,Q
2) being
the probability for obtaining a photon from a parton c
whih arries a fration z of the parton's momentum. So
pct = pt/zc is the transverse momentum arried by the
parton c before fragmentation and d3p/E = z2cd
3pc/Ec.
The eetive fragmentation funtions for obtaining pho-
tons from partons an be alulated perturbatively. We
use the parameterized solutions by Owens [15℄.
In ase of heavy ion ollisions where a QGP is formed,
energy loss of hard partons in a plasma should be taken
into aount. This an be done via modied fragmenta-
tion funtions [19℄
Dγ/c(zc, Q
2,∆Ec)
=
(
1− e− Lλc
)[z′c
zc
D0γ/c(z
′
c, Q
2) +
L
λc
z′g
zc
D0γ/g(z
′
g, Q
2)
]
+e−
L
λc D0γ/c(zc, Q
2), (12)
with z′c = pt/(p
c
t −∆Ec) and z′g = (L/λc) pt/∆Ec being
the resaled momentum frations arried by the parton
c and the emitted gluons before fragmentation. λc is
mean free path of the parton c in the plasma, L is the
path length of eah parton traversing the plasma. Thus,
4in heavy ion ollisions, ontributions from fragmentation
beome
dN fragAB
dyd2pt
=
∑
c=g,qi
∫
dzc
dNAB→c
dyd2pct
1
z2c
Dγ/c(zc, Q
2,∆Ec).
(13)
Jet photon onversion with jet energy loss. When hard
partons propagate in a plasma, they also ollide with
thermal partons and produe diret photons via Comp-
ton proess and the quark-antiquark annihilation. We
all this proess jet-photon onversion, sine it is a on-
version of a jet into a photon with almost the same mo-
mentum as the one of originating jet parton. Contribu-
tion from the jet-photon onversion is alulated by inte-
gration of onversion rate over the spae-time evolution
of the hot and dense matter in the QGP phase
dN jpc
dyd2pt
=
∫
Γjpc(E∗, T )fQGP(x, y, η, τ)d
4x. (14)
The photon prodution rate by annihilation and Comp-
ton sattering of hard partons in the medium [23, 24℄
Γjpc(E∗, T ) =
ααs
4π2
∑
q
e2qfq(~p, x)T
2
[
ln
4E∗γT
m2th
− C
]
(15)
where E∗ is the photon energy in the loal rest frame,
C = 2.323, m2th = g
2T 2/6, and the strong oupling
αs = g
2/4π being temperature dependent as in Eq. (??).
α is the eletromagneti ouplings, eq and fq(~p, x) are
the eletri harge and the phase-spae density of a hard
parton of avor q. The phase spae distribution of hard
partons at τ is obtained by onsidering parton energy
loss as
f(~p, x) = f(~p,~r, τ)
=
∫
d3p0f0(~p0, ~r − ~vt)δ(~p0 − ~p− ~v∆E)
where f0(~p,~r) is the phase spae distribution at τ = 0
desribed in Eqs. (6). The δ-funtion expression reets
the energy loss of a parton moving along a straight line
trajetory with ~v ≡ ~p/E = ~p0/E0. ∆E is the energy
loss from τ0 to τ and alulated similar to Eq. (7) but
replaing the upper limit of integral ∞ with τ .
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 1, the alulated pt spetra of diret photons
in Au+Au ollisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV at entrality
0-20% and 20-40% are ompared to PHENIX data [25,
26℄. The PHENIX data are reprodued within our multi-
omponent model remarkably well.
The nulear modiation fator RAA is obtained by
dividing a pt spetrum in nuleus-nuleus ollisions by
the Ncoll-saled pt spetrum in pp ollisions. The alu-
lation of diret photons in pp ollisions inludes the lead-
ing order ontribution plus fragmentation ontribution.
In high pt regions, our result agrees with the PHENIX
data[25℄,[26℄ reasonably well: So we use it to alulate nu-
lear modiation. It also provides a baseline alulation
with the LO ontribution and fragmentation ontribution
in Au+Au ollisions.
Figure 2 shows how the nulear modiation fator for
diret photons, RAA, depends on entrality and on energy
loss. Data for 0-10% entrality are taken from Refs. [27℄
and [28℄. Figure 2(a) shows entrality dependene of RAA
ompared to the PHENIX data. The three urves are
respetively 0-10% (dotted line), 20-30% (solid line), and
40-50% (dash-dotted line).
RAA has a weak entrality dependene at high pt re-
gion. This result is onsistent with the observed phe-
nomenon [27℄ that the pt-integrated (for pt > 6 GeV/c)
RAA of diret photons is almost independent of ollision
entrality. Does this imply a very weak eet from jet
quenhing? Figure 2(b) answers this question (here for
the most entral ollisions): Comparing alulations with
(dotted line) and without energy loss (solid line), one
nds a dierene of up to 40%. So the eet of parton en-
ergy loss is quite visible in the pt range between 4 GeV/c
and more than 20 GeV/c. If we would do the RAA alu-
lations without energy loss, the dierene between en-
tral and semiperipheral ollisions would be about 20%,
wheras the omplete alulation gives the same result
for all entralities, within 5%. We have to admit that
we talk about small eets, requiring experimental data
with relative errors of less than 5to observe the eets.
Parton energy loss in the plasma suppresses the frag-
mentation ontributions and jet-photon onversion. So
we study the ratios of the ontribution with energy loss
to the one without energy loss, as shown in Fig. 3 ((a)
for fragmentation and (b) for jet-photon onversion). En-
ergy loss in the plasma depends on the path length of the
hard parton inside the plasma, whih turns out to depend
on the ollision entrality. We do see a similar entrality
dependene of the suppression for π0 (jet quenhing ef-
fet) in fragmentation ontributions and jet-photon on-
version.
VI. CONCLUSION
We alulated the entrality-dependene of pt spetra
for diret photons in Au+Au ollisions at the RHIC en-
ergy, based on a realisti data-onstrained (3+1)-D hy-
drodynami desription of the expanding hot and dense
matter, a reasonable treatment of propagation of par-
tons and their energy loss, and a systemati onsidera-
tion of main soures of diret photons. In this study,
four main soures are onsidered, namely, leading order
(LO) ontribution from primordial elementary satter-
ings, thermal radiation from the uids, fragmentation
from hard partons, and jet photon onversion (JPC).
Similar work [29℄ has been done before the appearane of
the most reent data [26℄. Our results agree niely with
the reent low pt data.
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Figure 1: (Color Online) Diret photon prodution in Au+Au ollisions at entrality 0-20% and 20-40%. PHENIX data are
shown as open irles [25℄ and lled irles [26℄.
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Figure 2: (Color Online) The nulear modiation fator of diret photons in Au+Au ollisions RAA. Data for 0-10% entrality
are from Ref. [27℄ and Ref. [28℄. (a): RAA at entrality 0-10% (dotted line), 20-30% (solid line), and 40-50% (dash-dotted line)
respetively. (b): RAA at 0-10% entrality with energy loss (dotted line) and without energy loss (solid line).
The role of jet quenhing in the high pt region of diret
photons prodution has been heked via fragmentation
photons and jet photon onversion soures. For these
two soures, the suppression of the photon rate due to
parton energy loss is signiant in entral Au+Au olli-
sions, and beomes less important towards peripheral ol-
lisions, similar to the suppression for meson prodution.
Sine experimentally one may separate isolated photons
(LO+JPC) and assoiate photons (fragmentation pho-
tons), our predition may be tested in the future.
Considering the total yields of diret photons, the on-
tribution from fragmentation and onversion are small,
ontributing between 5% and 10%. However, parton en-
ergy loss plays nevertheless an important role: Without
it, these seond order eets would ontribute signi-
antly. Without jet quenhing, the nulear modiation
fators RAA would depend visibly on the entrality of
the ollisions. A strong energy loss is atually neessary
to get the entrality saling of RAA in our alulation 
a entrality saling whih has observed by the PHENIX
ollaboration. In this sense, properties of the bulk mat-
ter aet the photon yields at intermediate values of pt,
via the parton energy loss.
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